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Ø Applications to simple and complex geometries

Urban outdoor ventilation
Ø Urban ventilation (alternatively termed as urban breathability or city breathability)
•

the ability of an urban area to dilute pollutants, heat and humidity by
exchanging air between inside and above of the urban canopy

•
•

dependent on the combination of a wide variety of urban geometry parameters
the impact of meteorological parameters (e.g. wind speed, wind direction,
temperature and humidity) is also extremely important
• assessed by: full-scale field measurements, reduced-scale experiments, CFD
(provides the whole flow field data within the cells of the computational domain)
Ø Large building packing
density, large aspect ratio
(H/W, building height/street
width), large population
density, crowded human
activities and heavy traffic
flows
Ø Urban air pollution is
serious. City ventilation by
wind is crucial!

Hong Kong: high-rise compact mega-city

Urban outdoor ventilation
Morphological parameters
Based on the building shape/geometry, it is possible to obtain several parameters
(useful for modelling purposes):
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λp (planar area index, ratio between
the area occupied by buildings and
the total lot area)

λf (frontal area index)

Building Coverage Ratio (BCR)
Ratio of the building area divided by the land (site) area

Building area means the floor space of a building when looking
down at it from the sky
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Floor-Area Ratio (FAR)
Ratio of total floor area divided by site area

Total floor area means the total of all the floor space in
a building

Outdoor ventilation indices
Ø In the last 20 years, a large substantial series of ventilation efficiency
indices has been proposed
ü First group: basic indices, no complex equations are needed
• Most of them are widely used to assess the outdoor wind environment or
wind comfort: wind speed, wind direction, friction wind velocity, wind
pressure difference, wind velocity ratio

ü Second group: building ventilation concepts applied directly to
measured (or calculated) pollutant concentrations in the final steady
state
•
•

outdoor spaces are similar to indoor environments: assumption that the
ventilation processes outdoor and indoor are similar
street canyons and neighbourhoods geometries are considered as “urban
spaces with open lateral boundaries and open roof at the top”

Outdoor ventilation indices

Peng Y., Buccolieri R., Gao Z., Ding W., submitted. Indices employed for the assessment of
urban outdoor ventilation - a review. Atmospheric Environment

Outdoor ventilation indices
The age of air τp represents the mean time requiring the inflow air to reach a certain
point in the specified volume
Normalized mean age of air
τ+ = c+ /S

üLink between a concentration level to a
time scale
üUrban domain: net transport across
boundaries (effective age which reflects
the actual pollution situation)

τ∗+ = τ+ ×Q ./0 /Vol

freshness of air for “inhale effect”

c¯p: local pollutant concentration
S: uniform pollutant release rate
Vol: entire urban or pedestrian volume

The net escape velocity NEV represents the net capacity of removing/diluting pollutants
from the entire urban (or pedestrian) volume by mean flow and turbulent diffusion

Normalized NEV*

NEV = PFR/A+

Ap: area of boundaries for the entire
urban or pedestrian volume
Uref: free upstream velocity at the
boundary layer height

diluting
rate for “exhale effect”
NEV ∗ = PFR/A ×U
+

./0

Applications: study 1
Idealized building arrays with semi-open settings
τp and NEV are calculated

Test cases investigated by
CFD simulations (H = 25 m,
W = 20 m, H/W = 1.25) for
both rectangular (Bx = 100 m,
By = 50 m)
and
square
(Bx = By = 70 m) forms.
Hang et al., 2018, Urban Climate 25, 196-217

Applications: study 1

rectangular building arrays

square building arrays

Normalized spatial mean age of air
<τp*ped>

Ø Semi-open settings produce greater <τp*ped>
Ø The wider semi-open settings the older air
and more adverse effect on ventilation
since their flow resistance effect is
gradually enhanced
Ø θ=30° and 45° produce smaller <τp*> than
θ=0° and 15°

the streets ‘inhale’ performance is more
sensitive to the variability of semi-open
setting widths when the approaching wind is
parallel to the main street (θ=0°)

Applications: study 1

rectangular building arrays

square building arrays

Normalized spatial net escape velocity
<NEV*ped>

Ø <NEV*ped> in the presence of semiopen settings is smaller than that
without (“Open” street)
Ø The wider semi-open settings
experience smaller <NEV*ped>
Ø The increasing width of semi-open
settings can reduce the capacity of
ventilation
Ø θ=0° and 15° produce worse
ventilation than θ=30° and 45°

Applications: study 2
Real scenario with trees
Flow rates are calculated
Ø Marylebone Rd
ü one of the busiest roads of central London, with smaller mews between major
streets, aspect ratio = 1
ü high pollution episodes (passage of more than 80,000 vehicles per day)

Buccolieri et al., 2018, Sustainable Cities and Society 41, 227-241

Applications: study 2

Q = 7 V · n dA
8

V: velocity vector
n: normal direction of the
opening surface
A: area of the opening

Same
without
trees

behaviour
and with

Concentration contours

Flow rates

Applications: study 3
Correlation urban morphology parameters - ventilation indices

Ø FAR=5 (fixed)
Ø BSC increases from 11% to 77%
• 101 different asymmetrical configurations are generated in total
• the building height decrease (135 m, 69 m, 45 m, 36 m, 27 m, 24 m, and 21 m,
respectively)
• the layout changes (channeling effect and exchange though the roof expected)
Peng et al., 2019, Atmosphere 10, Art. No. 33

Applications: study 3

Ø With increasing BSC (i.e. BCR) (up to 33%)
• Q, NEV and PFR decrease, τp, VF and TP increase
Ø As BSC continues to increase from 44%, the trend is no longer obvious (due to the
reduction of building height, the turbulent diffusion effect within the building roof
becomes remarkable)
Ø PFR, TP and τp better correlate with BSC

Conclusions and future perspectives
Ø Each index has its own advantages and disadvantages and can be employed in simple
or complex geometries provided that some assumptions and precautions are taken
Ø The effects of passive methods on urban ventilation can be assessed by these indices
Ø The application of ventilation indices to real cities is related to the ability to accurately
simulate flow and dispersion in real cities, which is in turn strictly related to the
accuracy of CFD simulations
• some indices are based on mean parameters which can be obtained from RANS
approach (applicable to practical purposes)
• indices involving turbulent fluctuations or fluxes need LES which implies higher
simulation complexity and a much larger computational cost (less applicable to
practical purposes)
Ø The correlation between indices and the whole urban morphology (in terms of
morphological parameters) has been discussed only in few studies
Ø Threshold values are missing and this limits their applications to practical purposes
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